Alpine Road, Burden Road and Marlin
Drive Improvements
TO: All Businesses on Alpine Road
Please allow us to provide an update on the Alpine Road reclamation process. The Contractor
began the process this morning, and the Contractor will be completing the reclamation process on
August 30th, and 31st if needed. Again, the process is weather dependent, but at the time of this
update the weather looks favorable. On August 30th and 31st, specialized machines will be brought
in to add a rejuvenator to the pulverized pavement, and the pulverized pavement will be reshaped
and compacted. Once the rejuvenated pavement is compacted it must cure for 2-3 hours before
traffic is allowed to drive upon it, so there will be times when driveway access will be restricted.
There is a small change from the previous updates. Crews will start at the south end of Alpine Road
and work their way north, and the work will be done in sections that are approximately 1,700’ +/- in
length (instead of 750’). The northbound and southbound lanes in each section will be complete
before the Contractor moves onto the next section. Thankfully, there are many buildings that have
multiple access points, and the Contractor plans to stage their operations as much as practical to
maintain access to each property by keeping a driveway out of the work zone. However, there will
be properties where driveway access will be completely restricted for a total of 2-3 hours, meaning
that you will not have access to your driveways during this time. If you need access to your vehicle,
we would suggest checking with businesses either across the street or outside of the work zone to
see if they would allow for parking during this time. There will be personnel who will let you know
when you will lose access to your driveway (approximately ½ hour ahead of time), and the
Contractor will let you know when access is restored.
The Village will provide updates as needed through the reclamation process on its webpage.
Updates can be found at http://machesneypark.org/construction-alerts-updates.
We thank you for your patience. Non-technical questions can be directed to Mr. Chad Hunter,
Superintendent of Public Works at the Village of Machesney Park, (815) 877-5432. Technical
questions can be directed to the Christopher Dopkins, P.E., Village Engineer, McMahon @ (815)
636-9590, or email to cdopkins@mcmgrp.net.

